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Tom Gate
s #10: Sup

er 

Good Skil
ls (Almos

t...)

Liz Pichon

$17.00

Look out! Tom, Delia and the whole Gates family (Fossils included) are going 

on holiday. How will Tom manage to keep himself busy on the most boring 

campsite ever? By doodling, of course! An exciting new story with pages for 

your own doodles from award-winning and best-selling author Liz Pichon.

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781760152659 • PAPERBACK  

• FICTION • AGES 9+ • 190 X 150 MM • 240 PP • $17.00

2 TRADE PARADE JUNE 2016

The last three Tom Gates books 
have all been children’s top 10 
bestsellers. 

Honest, silly and laugh-out-loud 
funny, Tom Gates is a superb, 
accessible voice for children 9+.

NEW

IN PAPERBACK!
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Captain Underpants #12: Captain Underpants and 
the Sensational Saga of Sir Stinks-A-Lot
Dav Pilkey

$12.00

George and Harold, and their doubles, Yesterday George and Yesterday Harold, have 
a good thing going. Two of them go to school, while the other two hide in the tree 
house and play video games all day — then they switch! But when their malicious 
gym teacher, Mr Meaner, creates a method of mind control that turns their fellow 
students into attentive, obedient, perfect children, the future of all humanity will be 
in their hands!

Sales Points:
• Dav Pilkey’s Captain Underpants books are bestsellers and continue to receive 

rave reviews
• With more than 70 million books in print and a movie slated for January 2017, 

Captain Undies is on a roll again
• Reluctant readers learn to love reading with this heavily illustrated series
• Dav Pilkey continues to be one of the best-selling, most popular writers for 

children

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781760277048 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+  
• 217 X 142 MM • 224 PP • $12.00

NEW

IN PAPERBACK!
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Fuzzy Doodle
Melinda Syzmanik 
Illus Donovan Bixley

$19.00

Fuzzy started as a scribble, just a scrawly little doodle, a smudgey sort of something at the bottom of the page.  
He nibbled, chomped and gobbled scrumptious words and tasty colours. They made Fuzzy grow ... and grow ... and 
GROW! Hello!

Sales Points:
• A cleverly told story of how a little doodly scribble turns first into words and then metamorphoses into     

a book
• Szymanik’s story is fun to read aloud, and her evocative language will delight readers, young and old
• The exquisite art work by Donovan Bixley will stimulate young minds

SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775434061 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+  
• 300 X 200 MM • 32 PP • $19.00
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Bertie McQuerty has three brilliant brothers. But Bertie isn’t arty, or sporty, or clever. He’s sick of being the 
other brother. What can he do that is brilliant?

Sales Points:
• From the talented author/illustrator of The Great Galloping Galoot
• A heartwarming tale of competition and acceptance
• Many younger siblings will identify with the hapless Bertie

SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • ISBN 9781775433828 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM 
• 32 PP • $19.00

The Other Brother
Stephanie Thatcher

$19.00

Ko Tera Atu O Nga Tama

(Maori Edition)

$19.00
SCHOLASTIC NEW ZEALAND • 
ISBN 9781775433835 • $19.00

QTY

ª|xHSLHRFy433835z
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Superworm Gift Edition Board Book
Julia Donaldson 
Illus Axel Scheffler

$12.00

Superworm is super-long. Superworm is super-strong. 

Watch him wiggle! See him squirm! Hip, hip, hooray for SUPERWORM! 

Never fear, Superworm’s here! He can fish Spider out of a well and rescue Toad from a busy road. But who will 
come to Superworm’s rescue when he’s captured by a wicked Wizard Lizard? Luckily, all of Superworm’s insect 
friends have a cunning plan...

Sales Points:
• Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler’s best-selling picture book, Superworm, is now available in a chunky 

board-book format with a hardback cover
• From the superstar creators of The Gruffalo, Stick Man and Zog
• Children will love exploring this tiny world of mini-beasts and bugs

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407168197 • BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 1+ • 166 X 184 MM  
• 32 PP • $12.00

 

QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy164939z

Zog Gift Edition Board Book
Julia Donaldson 
Illus Axel Scheffler

$12.00

Zog is the keenest dragon in school. He’s also the most accident prone, flying into trees and even setting  
his own wing on fire. Luckily, a mysterious little girl always comes by and patches up his bumps and bruises.  
But will she be able to help Zog with his toughest test: capturing a princess?

Sales Points:
• Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler’s best-selling picture book, Zog, is now available as a gift-edition  

board book
• From the superstar creators of The Gruffalo, Stick Man and The Scarecrows’ Wedding
• Zog has sold over 600,000 copies in the UK alone

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN/APN 9781407164939 • BOARD BOOK • PICTURE • AGES 1+ • 166 X 184 MM  
• 32 PP • $12.00

 

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy155506z

How can sheep help you sleep? They climb through the window and walk through the door. They sit on my bed 
and jump on the floor. They play hide and seek. They go down the hall. They shower and shave, and there’s one 
on the loo! They have snacks in the kitchen. Oh, what will I do? 

Grandpa Jack says counting sheep helps him sleep. But a house full of sheep means chaos, not calm.

Sales Points:
• Author/illustrator Christina Booth breathes visual magic into the words
• Images and words come together as dancing partners
• Beautifully illustrated throughout

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760155506 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 250 X 240 MM     
• 32 PP • $25.00

Too Many Sheep
Christina Booth

$25.00
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The Prince travels the world looking for the perfect bride. He looks everywhere until he finally returns home with 
no wife. Then one day there is a knock at the palace door. Could this be his princess?

Sales Points:
• Based on the classic fairytale — beautiful illustrations throughout
• Introduces the theory that sometimes the best things are right in front of you

NEW FRONTIER PUBLISHING • ISBN 9781925059496 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 280 X 210 MM            
• 28 PP • $30.00

QTY

ª|xHSLJMFy059496z

Happily Ever After: 
Princess and the Pea
Helene Magisson

$30.00

Christopher Bear is grumpy because he thinks everyone has forgotten his birthday. Little does he know that his 
sister is planning a surprise birthday party for him.

Sales Points:
• This gently illustrated picture book touches on the themes of friendship, family, and emotions
• It is the first in the ‘Christopher Bear’ series, with a second title, ‘Christopher Bear’s Day at the Beach’ to be 

pulished later in 2016

BROLLY BOOKS • ISBN 9781925386165 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 280 X 210 MM • 12 PP • $15.00

Christopher Bear’s Birthday Party
Luisa Adam

$15.00

QTY

ª|xHSL925386165yz

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy155070z

A colourful little girl desperately wants to become a pretty princess! But when a real-life pretty princess hears 
her wish and begins to show her just what it takes, the little girl decides that perhaps she’d rather do it her own 
way!

Sales Points:
• Adorable and playful book about being yourself, from exciting author and illustrator Heath McKenzie
• Filled with vibrant and funny illustrations that are pink, pretty and fit for a princess ...  with a little twist
• Themes: princesses, princes, humour, gender stereotypes, identity, confidence

SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781760155070 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 240 MM                          
• 32 PP • $19.00

I Wanna Be a Pretty Princess
Heath McKenzie

$19.00
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Cinderella and her Very Bossy Sisters
Mark Sperring 
Illus Barbara Bongini

$19.00

Once upon a time there was a girl called Cinderella who lived with her two VERY bossy sisters. When she was 
not cooking or cleaning, Cinderella could be found mending her sisters’ shoes, or even fixing the car! One day, 
an invitation arrives to a ball at the palace. But Cinderella is kept so busy helping her bossy sisters get ready, 
squeezing their pimples and finding their spotty bloomers, that she has no time to get ready herself, until a visit 
from a fairy godmother changes her luck forever.

Sales Points:
• A fun and feisty Cinderella for the 21st century
• Cinders is not only beautiful, she’s also a dab hand at DIY
• Humourous illustrations throughout

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407162485 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 250 X 275 MM  
• 32 PP • $19.00

 

Six enchanting bedtime stories from the pen of Shirley Barber.

Sales Points:
• Each one is just the right length — long enough to engage, short enough not to tire.
• Each story takes the reader into a magical world of elves, fairies, pixies, and animals, in Shirley Barber’s 

uniquely child-friendly way.
• As is to be expected, the illustrations are superb, featuring all of the richness and detailed to be expected 

from this living legend, Shirley Barber.

BROLLY BOOKS • ISBN 9781925386172 • PAPERBACKBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+ • 297 X 220 MM • 24 PP • 
$19.00

Shirley Barber’s Bedtime Stories
Shirley Barber

$19.00

QTY

ª|xHSL925386172yz

QTY

ª|xHSLJMFy059588z

Some people say jelly beans don’t grow on trees. Not this little boy — he believes in magic. He watches his jelly 
bean tree grow. He feasts on jelly beans and crowns himself the Jelly Bean King. A magical tale that will delight 
all ages.

Sales Points:
• Introducing author Maura Finn and illustrator Aura Parker
• Fun rhyming text
• Fantastical story reminiscent of Edward Lear

NEW FRONTIER PUBLISHING • ISBN 9781925059588 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 4+ • 280 X 230 MM   
• 32 PP • $29.00

My Magnificent Jelly Bean Tree
Maura Finn 
Illus Aura Parker

$29.00
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Marvin and Marigold: The Big Sneeze
Mark Carthew 
Illus Simon Prescott

$29.00

Two mice, Marvin and Marigold, live next door to each other. When Marvin gets a cold, Marigold has to find a 
cure to save her mouse house. Told in Mark Carthew’s classic lyrical rhyme.

Sales Points:
• First book in a new series 
• Mark Carthew is an award-winning editor, author and teacher, well known for his numerous books and 

series exploring wordplay, music, movement, drama and humour
• Strong, colourful illustrations

NEW FRONTIER PUBLISHING • ISBN 9781925059656 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+  
• 240 X 240 MM • 32 PP • $29.00

 

 

QTY

ª|xHSLJMFy059601z

My Perfect Pup
Sue Walker 
Illus Anil Tortop

$29.00

One puppy sits excitedly in a pet shop waiting for the perfect home. Will it be the twins, Milly and Max, or Joe 
who takes him home?

Sales Points:
• Looks at caring for a pet from a child’s perspective
• Fun and vibrant illustrations
• Shows that there is a place for everyone

NEW FRONTIER PUBLISHING • ISBN 9781925059601 • HARDBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+  
• 280 X 230 MM • 32 PP • $29.00

QTY

ª|xHSLJMFy059632z

The Red Feather
Ben Kitchin 
Illus Owen Swan

$21.00

Claude and his friends find a beautiful red feather at the beach one day. One by one, they trade for the feather 
until they discover they have the most fun sharing its beauty together.

Sales Points:
• Beautifully nostalgic illustrations with delicate colouring
• A storyline centred around creative play and imagination
• The final resolution highlights the value of sharing

NEW FRONTIER PUBLISHING • ISBN 9781925059632 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 3+  
• 275 X 240 MM • 32 PP • $21.00

NEW FRONTIER
Creating Children’s Books to Educate, Uplift and Inspire
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Ella and Olivia #17: Zoo Rescue
Yvette Poshoglian 
Illus Danielle McDonald

$10.00

Ella and Olivia are going to the zoo! But when a cheeky penguin gets into mischief, can the girls lend a 
helping hand?

Sales Points:
• A new book in this ever-popular Australian series
• An exciting story in which the sisters explore the zoo and even help out one of the animals
• Lots of animal activity and excursion buzz
• Over 400,000 books sold in the Ella and Olivia series
• Perfectly pitched to the 5+ reader with large font and lots of sweet illustrations

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760157203 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 5+ • 198 X 128 MM  
• 64 PP • $10.00

 

QTY

ª|xHSLJMFy206043z

EJ12 Girl Hero #21: EJ Shines!
Susannah McFarlane

$12.00

EJ’s toughest mission yet. The Head of SHINE has uncovered a secret laboratory that uses animals for cosmetic 
testing. But now she is missing and it is up to EJ12 to find her.

Sales Points:
• The final mission for EJ12 Girl Hero 
• Girls love EJ12 — over half a million books sold in Australia alone
• EJ12 Girl Hero short-listed for Children’s Choice Awards for the fifth year in 2015

LEMON FIZZ PRESS • ISBN/APN 9781925206043 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 197 X 128 MM  
• 192 PP • $12.00

DON’T MISS EJ’S 
LAST ADVENTURE!

Wendy Straw’s Action Rhymes
Wendy Straw

$25.00

A stunning collection of 12 action rhymes, with illustrated actions, featuring the richly coloured and detailed 
pastel illustrations by Wendy Straw.

Sales Points:
• Join in the fun as action rhymes are brought to life by Wendy Straw’s charming illustrations
• This fantastic collection will put the excitement into reading, as well as being an ideal way for children to 

learn

BROLLY BOOKS • ISBN 9781925386226 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 3+ • 230 X 230 MM                            
• 28 PP • $25.00

QTY

ª|xHSL925y386226z
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The Very Brave Bear Young Reader
Nick Bland

$9.00

The Very Cranky Bear is back, and this time he’s facing Boris Buffalo in a battle of bravery!  
But will something surprising send them both fleeing through the jungle?

Sales Points:
• Now re-formatted to suit new readers developing reading independence
• Rhyming text makes this great fun to learn to read
• Great value and in full colour

SCHOLASTIC PRESS • ISBN 9781760150365 • PAPERBACK • PICTURE • AGES 5+  
• 190 X 145 MM • 24 PP • $9.00

QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy002513z

The Great Chocoplot
Chris Callaghan 

$18.00

When 11-year-old Jelly hears that chocolate is running out, she can’t believe it ... so she decides to investigate!    
Is it really the chocopocalypse or is there a chocoplot afoot?

Sales Points:
• An exciting adventure story for a 7+ audience from a debut author with a fantastic and original comic 

voice, ending with a life-affirming conclusion
• Readers will relish the terrifying premise — what if all chocolate was to disappear?
• Features a truly ghastly villain and a down-to-earth heroine with a sidekick grandma

THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781910002513 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 198 X 129 MM  
• 240 PP • $18.00
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QTY
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Join the brave explorer Von Doogan in his second marvellous 
adventure — and help him solve the most fiendish puzzles ever! 
The Great Air Race is about to begin, but nefarious evil-doers 
are about. The only way to stop them is by overcoming a set of 
brilliant and puzzling challenges. Quick wits, a courageous spirit 
and a pencil are essential!

Sales Points:
• A super puzzle-adventure-comic with stunning artwork
• An inventive and exciting storyline

 DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910200827  
• PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 6+ • 250 X 176 MM  
• 64 PP • $21.00

  

QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy200865z
A haunting, coming-of-age story that will hold you captive,  
The Nest is lyrical, surreal and one of the most moving stories  
you’ll read this year.

Sales Points:
• Prize-winning, globally best-selling author
• With illustrations from celebrated artist Jon Klassen

 DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910200865 • HARDBACK • 
FICTION • AGES 12+ • 178 X 126 MM • 416 PP • $21.00

The Phoenix 
Presents: Von 
Doogan and the 
Great Air Race
Lorenzo Etherington

$21.00

Nest
Kenneth Oppel 
Illus Jon Klassen

$21.00

QTY

ª|xHSLJLAy200308z

Superbot and the Terrible Toy 
Destroyer
Nick Ward

$19.00

Superbot lives with his inventor, Mrs Brightspark, at the top of a skyscraper, always on alert to save 
the world from any trouble. When Bruto the terrible toy destroyer goes on the warpath stealing 
children’s toys, it’s Superbot to the rescue!

Sales Points:
• Fun, lively and interactive page-turning stories to excite young readers
• Inspiring readers early with a love for great stories 
• Full-colour illustrations on every page, with accessible fonts and no hint of reading schemes

DAVID FICKLING BOOKS • ISBN 9781910200308 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 5+                      
• 240 X 180 MM • 64 PP • $19.00
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Spirit Animals — Fall of the Beasts #3: The Return
Varian Johnson 

$16.00

Split between two worlds, Conor, Abeke, Meilin and Rollan are four young heroes who are racing to stop 
an ancient evil. Even the spirit animal bond, the sacred link between humans and animals, is on the brink of 
destruction. The friends face an enemy with the power to enslave others to its will — and to steal spirit animals 
away from their rightful partners. With their own allies falling to this darkness, the four must look to their bonds 
to light the way forward. But one of those lights — Briggan, Uraza, Jhi and Essixis — is about to go out. Before 
their journey is over, one of these legends will be lost.

Sales Points:
• The brand new, exciting continuation of The New York Times best-selling series Spirit Animals
• Supported by an interactive online game — each book reveals new keys to unlock rewards

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9781760155407 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 208 X 135 MM                            
• 192 PP • $16.00

 

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy872508z

Geronimo Stilton Special Edition: The Hunt for the Secret Papyrus
Geronimo Stilton

$21.00

There was a mystery in New Mouse City’s Egyptian Mouseum. The Black Papyrus, an ancient document that reveals 
the secret of eternal youth, had disappeared. The mouseum’s director asked me to help him find it. Luckily, a secret 
agent came to our aid ... but could we trust him? It was up to us to recover the precious scroll!

Sales Points:
• This new special edition follows the success of The Hunt for the Curious Cheese
• Eye-catching gold foil on the cover will grab the attention of readers
• Readers will love all the extra content included along with the hilarious adventure
• Holey cheese! There are more than 33 million Geronimo Stilton books in print

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545872508 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 7+ • 194 X 134 MM  
• 128 PP • $21.00

QTY

ª|xHSLEKHy164236z

Defender of the Realm
Mark Huckerby & Nick Ostler

$18.00

Alfie thought he knew his destiny. He didn’t know the half of it. Fourteen-year-old heir to the throne,  
Alfie, didn’t expect to be King so soon. He DEFINITELY did not expect to be ... DEFENDER OF THE REALM.    
A legendary superhero, fighting a secret, centuries-long battle to protect the nation from monsters and 
super- villains. An ordinary girl, Hayley Hicks, finds herself fighting alongside Alfie in a desperate struggle to 
stop a fearsome new enemy, the Black Dragon.

Sales Points:
• Pure and unadulterated 9+ fantasy/adventure with fresh and fast writing, full of energy and humour
• From the TV writing duo behind the new Danger Mouse series and relaunch of Thunderbirds
• All the fantasy elements of Skullduggery Pleasant combined with a ‘real world’ royal story

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407164236 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 9+ • 198 X 129 MM  
• 352 PP • $18.00

Staff pick!
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A million girls would kill for the chance to meet The Point, but Nina’s not one of them. She’s the new assistant to 
the lead singer’s diva fiancee, and she knows it’s going to suck. Heading off on tour with the hottest band in the 
world, Nina’s ready for tantrums, paparazzi and drama — but soon discovers there’s more to The Point than just 
guitars and girls.

Sales Points:
• The new novel from the popular and highly acclaimed author of You Don’t Know Me, The Look and the Threads 

series
• A warm, contemporary clean-teen romance exploring every girl’s dream: the world’s biggest boy band 

needing them 
• Explores themes of identity, the falseness and pressures of fame, creative inspiration and true love

THE CHICKEN HOUSE • ISBN 9781910002728 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 13+ • 198 X 129 MM                        
• 384 PP • $18.00

FICTION

Love Song
Sophia Bennett

$18.00

QTY

ª|xHSLHOCy991504z

The Pain, My Mother, Sir Tiffy, Cyber Boy & Me
Michael Gerard Bauer

$18.00

It really all started with The Pain. He officially came into my life exactly nine weeks and one day before our Year Ten 
Graduation Dance. And despite my very best efforts to wipe the day from my mind, I can still remember it clearly. It 
was a Friday. The thirteenth day of the month. Notice anything there? 

Maggie Butt is facing not only a stranger taking over her mother’s life but her own as well, and she is not going to 
let that happen. But then there’s the one-eyed snaggle-toothed cat, senior subject choices, the dream date and 
Cyber Boy, the geek in the library, to contend with as well. It’s going to be an interesting year.

Sales Points:
• New young adult comedy from Michael Gerard Bauer, told by 15-year-old Maggie Butt
• Wry and funny look at trying to be cool at school and trying to discourage your mother’s new relationship
• Multi-award-winning, internationally successful author of The Running Man

OMNIBUS BOOKS • ISBN 9781742991504 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 12+ • 208 X 135 MM • 272 PP • 
$18.00

BRAND NEW FROM MICHAEL GERARD BAUER!

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy552745z

The Key to Extraordinary
Natalie Lloyd

$18.00

The women in Emma’s family all have a special destiny that comes to them in the form of a dream.  
Emma has spent her whole life waiting to discover her destiny, and maybe see her mum again, even if just for 
a moment. Just when she’s about to give up, she learns that the Morning Glory is sending her messages, hints 
about a secret in Emma’s family that could change everything. But can she solve the mystery in time to prove 
her destiny ... and say a final farewell to the mother who was taken from her too soon?

Sales Points:
• From the author of A Snicker of Magic
• Features exquisite writing and unforgettable characters, with twisty mystery

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545552745 • HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 8+ • 210 X 140 MM  
• 288 PP • $18.00
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Crush
Eve Ainsworth

$18.00

Love hurts ... but should it hurt this much? Reeling from her mum’s sudden departure, Anna finds the 
comfort she needs in her blossoming relationship with Will. He’s handsome and loving, everything Anna has 
always dreamed of. He’s also moody and unpredictable, pushing her away from her friends and her music. 
He wants her to be his and his alone. He wants her to be perfect. Anna’s world is closing in. But threatening 
everything is a dark secret that not even Will can control ... Eve Ainsworth’s gripping second novel is a pitch-
perfect exploration of love at its most powerful, addictive and destructive.

Sales Points:
• A sensitive and age-appropriate exploration of an abusive teen relationship
• Eve Ainsworth tackles real-life issues with authenticity and flair
• Challenging material delivered in an accessible style for 12+ readers

SCHOLASTIC UK • ISBN 9781407146904 • PAPERBACK • FICTION • AGES 12+ • 198 X 129 MM  
• 272 PP • $18.00

Featuring specially commissioned full-colour sequential art throughout.

All titles include an introductory section profiling the authors, an 
explanation of the book’s origins and a literary analysis of their content.             

GRAPHIC 
HORROR  
NOVELS

 

QTY

ª|xHSKIPHy624109z
In this graphic adaptation of Edgar Allan Poe’s works, the celebrated 
narrative poem The Raven and several of his short stories are 
brought to life by Pete Katz’s superbly dark illustrations. Poe was a 
master of Gothic fiction, and the genre’s core themes of horror, 
death and romance feature strongly in this collection, which includes 
The Raven, The Fall of the House of Usher, The Masque of the Red 
Death, The Black Cat, The System of Doctor Tarr and Professor Fether.

QUARTO PUBLISHING • ISBN 9780857624109 • PAPERBACK            
• FICTION • AGES 12+ • 227 X 170 MM • 160 PP • $21.00

QTY

ª|xHSKIPHy624093z
The dark tale of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson  
was first published in 1886. The novella went on to become one of 
the most well-known horror stories of all time and has been adapted 
for numerous film, TV and stage productions. Here it is retold in 
graphic format through Robert Smith’s visually arresting illustrations. 
Also included is the short story The Body Snatcher, a fictionalised 
account of the exploits of Mr Burke and Mr Hare, two real-life  
grave-robbers who operated in Edinburgh in 1828.

QUARTO PUBLISHING • ISBN 9780857624093 • PAPERBACK            
• FICTION • AGES 12+ • 227 X 170 MM • 160 PP • $21.00

A Graphic  
Horror Novel: The 
Raven & Other Tales
Edgar Allan Poe 
Illus Pete Katz

$21.00

A Graphic  
Horror Novel:  
The Strange Case of  
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde
Robert Louis Stevenson 
Illus Robert Smith

$21.00
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ª|xHSKFOFy906517z
Colour and decorate 11 quote art prints any way you please! Each 
board has a special sticker surface that lets you add sparkle with 
glittery foil. Create your own quote-worthy sayings with four fill-in-
the-blank boards and two stencils.

Sales Points:
• Contains 10-page book of instructions and inspirations
• Includes seven full-size and four mini quote art boards, three 

coloured pencils, five sheets of craft foil and tool

KLUTZ INC • ISBN 9780545906517 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY            
• AGES 8+ • 279 X 241 MM • 10 PP • $27.00

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy906487z
Smash Bots are 3D action-packed papercraft robots that you build 
yourself. Retrofit your bots onto two pullback motors and prepare 
yourself for ultimate mayhem as they smash, crash and bash into 
the papercraft city included in the book. Build all eight characters 
using the pre-scored templates, super-sticky glue and Klutz-clear 
blueprints, and then construct your city with 3D buildings, sky 
bridges and ramps. Each papercraft project is easy to assemble, but 
the highly detailed, futuristic artwork means each bot looks cool 
sitting on your desk ... or smashing through skyscrapers.

Sales Points:
• Contains 46-page book of instructions and robot templates
• Includes 14 sheets of city templates, two custom pullback 

motors and one bottle of glue

KLUTZ INC • ISBN 9780545906487 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY           
• AGES 8+ • 229 X 204 MM • $27.00

 

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy906500z
Using the super simple patterns to guide you, you’ll make expert-
looking shimmer art with a combination  
of custom-made and paillette sequins.

Sales Points:
• Contains 48-page book of instructions and inspiration 
• Includes 12 pages of patterns, 800 paillette sequins, 12 custom 

sequins, 740 straight pins, custom tool, six display boards and 
two plastic stands

KLUTZ INC • ISBN 9780545906500 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY            
• AGES 8+ • 229 X 204 MM • 48 PP • $30.00

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy858519z
Make your mark with a rainbow of mini markers and this hands-on 
guide to drawing and doodling. Master more than 30 techniques, 
including making patterns, masking and tie-dying to bring a little colour 
into your world. Get your creative juices flowing with our 10 project 
ideas or dive right in with the two included fold-and-build 3D paper 
figurines. Mark our words, you’re gonna love it!

Sales Points:
• Features easy step-by-step instructions for drawing and doodling
• More than 30 permanent marker techniques and 10 project ideas
• Draw right in the book with eight permanent mini markers to 

sharpen your skills

KLUTZ INC • ISBN 9780545858519 • NOVELTY • ACTIVITY • AGES 8+ 
• 235 X 180 MM • 48 PP • $27.00

Marker Everything

$27.00

Create Your Own 
Quote Art

$27.00

 

Shimmer Art

$30.00

Smash Bot Battle

$27.00
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NONFICTION

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy274917z

Have fun painting and learning to use numbers with all your favourite characters from Finding Dory.

Sales Points:
• Just add water to paint palette included on every page
• Builds artistic confidence and number recognition
• Extension activities allow parents to modify challenge level in line with their child’s needs and experience

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760274917 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 4+ • 276 X 215 MM • 24 PP • $9.00

Disney Learning: Finding Dory: 
Let’s Learn Numbers Paint with Water

$9.00

finding dory

Animals of New Zealand Colour-in Book

$5.00

A beautifully illustrated colour-in book of New Zealand animals, including the kiwi, moa, kea and more. 

Sales Points:
• Includes 12 full-page illustrations to colour in, as well as fact sheets on the featured animals
• Full colour cover with gold foil stamp
• Intricate and detailed illustrations showing each animal’s features

BROLLY BOOKS• ISBN 9781925386110 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 5+ •  280 X 210 MM                           
• 16 PP • $5.00

ACTIVITY

CloseUp: Frogs

$18.00

Take a closer look at these amazing amphibians. Frogs undergo one of the most amazing transformations 
experienced by any living creature!

Sales Points:
• Part of the successful CloseUp series. Other titles include Honey Bees CloseUp, Ants CloseUp and 

Butterflies CloseUp
• Amazing images accompanied by bite-sized chunks of information, making this book easily digestible 

for any age range and reading level
• Investigates the features of frogs that help them to survive in their environment
• Explores the various stages of the frog’s lifecycle
• Shows how frogs can be grouped on the basis of observable features

WILD DOG BOOKS• ISBN 9781742033990 • PAPERBACK • NON FICTION • AGES 5+ • 262MM X 280MM      
• 24 PP • $18.00

QTY

ª|xHS1742y033990z

QTY

ª|xHS1925y386110z
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LICENSED PRODUCT

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy274276z
When a scientist named Bruce Banner is hit with powerful energy,  
it turns him into an incredible green-skinned giant!

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760274276  
• HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 3+ • 203 X 178 MM • 24 PP • $8.00

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy274283z
Meet the world’s mightiest superheroes who combine their powers 
to become an unstoppable force for good.

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760274283  
• HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 3+ • 203 X 178 MM • 24 PP • $8.00

Hulk: The Green-
Skinned Giant!

$8.00

Avengers: The 
Mighty Heroes

$8.00

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy274290z
When three fierce Frost Giants land on Earth looking for Thor, it’s up 
to Hulk, Iron Man and Spider-Man to send them back through the 
portal in the sky.

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760274290  
• HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 3+ • 203 X 178 MM • 24 PP • $8.00

The Big Freeze!

$8.00

QTY

ª|xHSLHQAy274306z
Spider-Man gets trapped by the Green Goblin! Can he escape and 
catch the villain before he causes any more mischief?

SCHOLASTIC AUSTRALIA • ISBN 9781760274306  
• HARDBACK • FICTION • AGES 3+ • 203 X 178 MM • 24 PP • $8.00

Spider-Man: Trapped 
by the Green Goblin!

$8.00

QTY

ª|xHSKFOFy927314z

LEGO City Space Adventures!

$10.00

The newest LEGO City activity book is out of this world! Inside is a funny space-themed story and lots of cool 
activities. Plus, an awesome buildable minifigure is included on the front.

Sales Points:
• LEGO City is an evergreen property that never goes out of style
• Features original LEGO City illustrations and a buildable minifigure
• LEGO is a brand that parents know and trust
• Strong web presence at LEGO.com allows children to interact with the world of LEGO City

SCHOLASTIC INC • ISBN 9780545927314 • PAPERBACK • ACTIVITY • AGES 6+ • 279 X 216 MM  
• 32 PP • $10.00

Heroic storybook tales with full-colour illustrations.
© 2016 MARVEL

My Little 

Book
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HOW TO ORDER

Denotes New Zealand author

DELIVERY INFORMATION

STORE NAME:   

SUBURB: 

STATE:                      

CUSTOMER CODE:      

CUSTOMER ORDER NUMBER:                 

DATE:                     

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:                

                 

DELIVER TO: 

2

3

1

Three easy ways to order:

 Enter your store details below.

 Select titles and quantities required.

  Return to Customer Services via email:  
orders@scholastic.co.nz or fax (09) 274 8115,  
or return to your Territory Manager.

For any queries please contact  
enquiries@scholastic.co.nz or call (09) 274 8112.

Contact Scholastic New Zealand:

KEY ACCOUNTS MANAGER,  
AUCKLAND

Michael Burnett
09 968 9802
029 968 9802

TERRITORY MANAGERS

North and West Auckland, Northland:
Anne Preston
apreston@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9834

South and East Auckland:
Shelley Jones
sjones@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9836

Waikato and Bay of Plenty:
Juhli Burnett
jburnett@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9837

Central and Lower North Island, Gisborne:
Irene Gibbs
igibbs@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9896

Wellington and Lower North Island:
Julie Smart
jsmart@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9897

 

Christchurch and Upper South Island 
(Ashburton North):
Lynne Andrews
landrews@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9898

Lower South Island and Otago:
Jeremy Ross
jross@scholastic.co.nz
029 968 9899

OR CONTACT OUR  
CUSTOMER SERVICES TEAM:

Phone: 09 274 8112 or 0800 724 652
Fax: 09 274 8115
Email: enquiries@scholastic.co.nz

Prices are correct at time of printing. Prices subject to change without notice.
Scholastic is committed to bringing children and books together and may opt to 
release titles early to schools. Should this occur with any of the titles listed in this 
edition of Parade, our Trade customers will be able to access these titles as early  
as our school customers.
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